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Energy efficiency: A priority in combating energy poverty 

and providing access to affordable energy services for all 

Bucharest International Energy Charter Forum 

6-7
th

 June 2018 

 

Romania will host the Bucharest International Energy Charter Forum on “Energy efficiency: 

A priority in combating energy poverty and providing access to affordable energy services for 

all” in Bucharest on 6/7
th

 June 2018 under the Romanian Chairmanship of the Energy Charter 

Conference. The international conference will bring together ministers and representatives of 

national and local governments, regulatory agencies, the International Energy Charter, 

international and financial institutions, the European Commission, consumer and business 

associations, NGOs and other relevant organisations to discuss best practices in targeting 

energy poverty through improved energy efficiency, particularly through renovating 

buildings. 

 

Background 

Energy poverty is unanimously understood to be an issue concerning both energy service 

affordability and inadequate access to modern energy services by households. Energy poverty 

is a concern that is common to most countries of the world. Energy efficiency is increasingly 

recognised as a valuable energy resource, crucial for a sustainable energy future, which can 

contribute to alleviating energy poverty. Improving the energy efficiency of households 

suffering from energy poverty can not only reduce the energy bills of affected consumers but 

can also lower energy system costs and prices for all energy consumers, stimulate job 

creation, improve energy security and deliver many other co-benefits. Highly motivated to 

improve societal welfare, sustainability and economic prosperity, Romania has placed energy 

poverty as a key theme of its agenda under the Chairmanship of the Energy Charter 

Conference this year.  

At international level, improved energy efficiency attracts great interest given its potential 

role as a valuable energy resource alongside renewable energy sources to reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions in alignment with the Paris Agreement and to deliver the UN Sustainable 

Development Goal No. 7 on energy. While the combination of energy efficiency and 

renewable energy promise multiple economic and societal benefits, including improved  

economic competitiveness and reduced energy poverty, realisation of these benefits requires  

development of attractive investment conditions. 
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Energy poverty leads to social marginalisation as lack of access to modern energy services 

and unaffordable energy for low income energy consumers hinder socio-economic 

development for these families and communities. While energy efficiency measures designed 

to alleviate energy poverty can deliver benefits associated with socio-economic progress, the 

same measures can also deliver benefits associated with energy system development. 

Therefore, strategic measures to increase the energy efficiency of households in energy 

poverty should be at the heart of future energy policy decisions.  

Such actions require support through public finance but as public budgets are limited and 

subject to competing demands, the key challenge is to maximise the impact of public finance 

and its leverage of private finance. 

The International Energy Charter - a multilateral legal framework for international energy 

cooperation in the domains of investment, trade, transit and energy efficiency - plays a role in 

mobilising private sector investment in energy efficiency and promoting best practices in 

energy efficiency policy.  
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Energy efficiency: A priority in combating energy poverty 

and providing access to affordable energy services for all. 

Bucharest International Energy Charter Forum 

6-7
th

 June 2018 

[Agenda as of  31st May 2018] 
 

6
th

 June 

18:00-20:00 

 

 

7
th

 June 

 

 

08:30-09:00 

Networking welcome reception  

Venue: Athene Palace Hilton (Le Diplomate Ballroom), Strada Episcopiei 1-

3, Bucharest, ROMANIA   

 

Bucharest International Energy Charter Forum 

Venue: the Romanian National Institute of Statistics, (INS-Amfiteatru Hall), 

Bd. Libertatii 16, Bucharest, ROMANIA   

 

Registration and Welcoming Coffee 

 

 

 

09:00–09:30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

09:30–12:00 

 

Opening remarks  

H.E. Anton Anton, Minister of Energy, Romania 

H.E. Iulian-Robert Tudorache, Chairman of the Energy Charter Conference, 

State Secretary, Ministry of Energy, Romania  

Iulian Iancu, Chairperson of the Committee for Industries and Services, 

Chamber of Deputies 

Urban Rusnák, Secretary General of the International Energy Charter 

 

Ministerial and high-level statements on effective policy 

approaches to address energy poverty - chaired by Urban Rusnák,  

Secretary General of the Energy Charter Secretariat 

H.E. Lia-Olguța Vasilescu, Minister of Labor and Social Justice, Romania 

(tbc)  

H.E. Joseph Mizzi, Minister for Energy and Water Management, Malta 

Haiytham Al Zayadeen, Chairman of the Energy Committee, the Parliamant 

of Jordan  
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Sun Xiansheng, Secretary General, International Energy Forum  

Gantulga Tudevkhuu, Vice Minister of the Ministry of Energy, Mongolia 

Dorina Cinari, Deputy Minister of Infrastructure and Energy, Albania  

Hayk Harutyunyan, Deputy Minister of Energy Infrastructures and Natural 

Resources, Armenia 

Natiq Abbasov, Deputy Minister of Energy, Azerbaijan 

Giorgi Chikovani, Deputy Minister of Economy and Sustainable 

Development, Georgia  

Vepa Hajiyev, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Turkmenistan (tbc) 

Dumitru Chirita – President of  the Romanian National  Energy Regulatory 

Authority (ANRE)  

Traian Chebeleu, Deputy Secretary General, Organization of the Black Sea 

Economic Cooperation  

Safdar Hayat, Ambassador, Embassy of Pakistan in Bucharest (tbc) 

...... 

[additional ministerial and high-level statements to be added on request] 

 

12:00-13:30 

Q/A(10 min) 

LUNCH AND FAMILY PHOTO 

 

13:30-15:00 

PANEL 1 

Current policy context and effective policy approaches to address 

energy poverty - chaired by Zoltan Nagy-Bege (Vice President of ANRE) 

 

Anne Katherina Weidenbach, Policy Officer, DG Energy, European 

Commission 

Energy poverty in the context of EU law and the EU’s „Clean Energy for All 

Europeans” package, EU Funds including Smart Finance for Smart Buildings 

and the EU Energy Poverty Observatory. 

 

Mihai Ramniceanu, Director, Romanian National  Energy Regulatory 

Authority (ANRE) 

Tariff policy to promote demand reduction/response of final customers, smart 

metering, billing, energy management systems, information campaigns,  

protecting vulnerable energy customers and relevant CEER initiatives. 
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Tudorel Andrei, President, National Institute of Statistics 

 IEA energy efficiency data initiatives/training, indicators of energy poverty, 

statistical registration of energy efficiency consumption, INS versus Eurostat 

data. 

 

Gabriela Prata Dias, Senior Executive Officer, Copenhagen Centre on Energy 

Efficiency (C2E2) – SE4ALL EE HUB 

The SE4ALL initiative and best practices on policy approaches to tackling 

energy poverty through energy efficiency. 
 

Lina Yan, Deputy Director, Market Regulation Department, Jiangsu Energy 

Regulatory Office, National Energy Administration, China 

Policy context and effective policy approaches to address energy poverty in 

China 

 

Oleg Dzioubinski, Economic Affairs Officer,  UNECE  

Barriers to investing in energy efficiency and ways to overcome them – 

evidence from the UNECE region. 

 

Q/A(10 min) 

15:00-15:30 BREAK 

 

15:30-16:45 

PANEL 2 

Delivery of targeted building renovation investment through 

stakeholder engagement - chaired by Sarah Keay Bright (Energy Charter 

Secretariat) 

 

Brenda Boardman, Emeritus Fellow, ECI, University of Oxford, UK. 

Designing and implementing building renovation policies and strategies to 

target energy poverty. 

 

György Sümeghy, Advocacy Manager, Habitat for Humanity 

Best practices for delivering targeted energy efficiency measures for low 

income households in multi-apartment buildings drawing experience from 

real case studies. 

 

Daniela Pandrea, Senior Director Connected Service, Honeywell, EU ESCO  

Lessons learned and best practices for delivering building renovation, 

including through energy performance contracting. The role of digitisation in 
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improving energy efficiency in buildings. 

 

Anne Katherina Weidenbach, Policy Officer, DG Energy, European 

Commission 

European structural and investment funds, Smart Finance for Smart 

Buildings,  leveraging private finance through national/EU/international 

public funds for energy efficiency, EEFIG recommendations for up-scaling of 

energy efficiency investments in buildings, ICP, DEEP database, 

Underwriting Toolkit, G20 Energy Efficiency Investment Toolkit.  

 

Mihai Voronca, Executive Director, FREE (Romanian Fund for Energy 

Efficiency)  

The Romanian Energy Efficiency Fund and appropriate lending and financial 

instruments for the financing needs of various project sponsors including 

utilities, ESCOs and local communities. Experience of accessing 

international/EU funds.  

 

Q/A(10 min) 

 

 

 

16:45-17:00 

 

Final conclusions   

Sarah Keay Bright, Energy Charter Secretariat (ECS) 

 

Closing remarks 

H.E. Iulian-Robert Tudorache, Chairman of the Energy Charter Conference, 

State Secretary, Ministry of Energy, Romania 
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Logistics and Venue Information 

 

6
th

 June 18:00-20:00 Networking welcome reception Venue: Athene Palace Hilton (Le 

Diplomate Ballroom), Strada Episcopiei 1-3,  

 

7th June 08:30-17:00 Bucharest International Energy Charter Forum  Venue: Romanian 

National Institute of Statistics, (INS-Amfiteatru Hall), Bd. Libertatii 16 

 

 
For visitor information, including maps, entry requirements, transport, electricity chargers, 

currency, see: http://romaniatourism.com/bucharest.html  

http://romaniatourism.com/bucharest.html
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Accommodation options 

Participants of the Forum can benefit from special rates (please mention „Bucharest 

International Energy Charter Forum” to hotel staff in order to get special rates while 

booking) for accommodation from  following 4-star & 5-star hotels that are located within 

the walking disctance from the Forum’s venue: 

 

 

Parliament Hotel****  
106, Izvor Street 

050564 – Bucharest  
Phone: +40-21-411 9990  

 

  

 

Special rate for participants: 

65 euro/night/single deluxe room,  

including breakfast, VAT, all taxes,  

free parking & free Wi-Fi. 

 

Epoque Hotel***** 

17C Intrarea Aurora  

010213, Bucharest 

 Phone: +40 21 312 32 32 

 

 

Special rate for participants: 

137 euro/night/ (Junior Suite of 35sqm) & 

157 euro/night (Executive Suite of 45 sqm), 

including breakfast, VAT, all taxes,  free 

parking, access to the Spa  & free Wi-Fi. 

 

 
Radisson Blu Hotel***** 

Calea Victoriei 63-81,  

010065 – Bucharest,  

Phone: +40213119000 

 

 
Special rate for participants: 

149 euro/night/Standard Guest Room, 

including breakfast, VAT, all taxes,  & free 

Wi-Fi. Please use this link to get a special 

rate at Radisson Blue Hotel  

 

Map 

Map 

Map 

http://parliament-hotel.ro/
https://www.hotelepoque.ro/
https://www.radissonblu.com/en/hotel-bucharest?facilitator=BIGMOUTHMEDIAREZIDOR
https://www.radissonblu.com/reservation/cityRateSearch.do?rateSearchForm.crossBrandSearch=thisBrandOnly&rateSearchForm.o%5b0%5d.c=0&rateSearchForm.forcedHotelSearch=true&rateSearchForm.hotelCodes=BUHZH&rateSearchForm.checkinDate=06/06/2018&rateSearchForm.checkoutDate=06/08/2018&rateSearchForm.numberRooms=1&promotionalCode=ENERGY&language=en&rateSearchForm.o%5b0%5d.a=1&=undefined&rateSortFilter=(sort(availableRates))
https://www.radissonblu.com/reservation/cityRateSearch.do?rateSearchForm.crossBrandSearch=thisBrandOnly&rateSearchForm.o%5b0%5d.c=0&rateSearchForm.forcedHotelSearch=true&rateSearchForm.hotelCodes=BUHZH&rateSearchForm.checkinDate=06/06/2018&rateSearchForm.checkoutDate=06/08/2018&rateSearchForm.numberRooms=1&promotionalCode=ENERGY&language=en&rateSearchForm.o%5b0%5d.a=1&=undefined&rateSortFilter=(sort(availableRates))
https://www.google.be/maps/dir/Hotel+Parliament,+Strada+Izvor+106,+Bucure%C8%99ti+050564,+%D0%A0%D1%83%D0%BC%D1%8B%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%8F/Bulevardul+Libert%C4%83%C8%9Bii+16,+Bucure%C8%99ti+030167,+%D0%A0%D1%83%D0%BC%D1%8B%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%8F/@44.4298579,26.0814034,16z/data=!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x40b1ff427bee28c1:0x7206c490e340e027!2m2!1d26.0803961!2d44.4292978!1m5!1m1!1s0x40b1ff6bb75a1743:0xfca035db99afb8af!2m2!1d26.091142!2d44.429055!3e2?hl=en
https://www.google.be/maps/dir/Calea+Victoriei+63,+Bucure%C8%99ti+030167,+Romania/Bulevardul+Libert%C4%83%C8%9Bii+16,+Bucure%C8%99ti+030167,+%D0%A0%D1%83%D0%BC%D1%8B%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%8F/@44.4351772,26.0851498,15z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x40b1ff4f8b4bb1cd:0xa2652210f8274a11!2m2!1d26.0949327!2d44.4412724!1m5!1m1!1s0x40b1ff6bb75a1743:0xfca035db99afb8af!2m2!1d26.091142!2d44.429055!3e2?hl=en
https://www.google.be/maps/dir/Epoque+Hotel,+Intrarea+Aurora+17C,+Bucure%C8%99ti+010213,+%D0%A0%D1%83%D0%BC%D1%8B%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%8F/National+Statistics+Institute,+Bulevardul+Libert%C4%83%C8%9Bii,+%D0%91%D1%83%D1%85%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%81%D1%82,+%D0%A0%D1%83%D0%BC%D1%8B%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%8F/@44.4332717,26.0853362,16z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x40b1ff5cc8f8bfd7:0xf43c0d90a4ae8f6a!2m2!1d26.086961!2d44.436752!1m5!1m1!1s0x40b1ff6a4e1e08d7:0xe4119447646885a3!2m2!1d26.0924661!2d44.4297741!3e3?hl=en
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About Bucharest, 

the host city of the plenary meeting 

 

Henri Coandă International Airport, Bucharest  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

The Palace of the Parliament 

is the largest administrative building in the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Henry Coandă - a Romanian inventor, 

aerodynamics pioneer and builder of an 

experimental aircraft, the Coandă-1910 

described by Coandă in the mid-1950s 

as the world's first jet. 
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Caru’ cu Bere, 

is a famous restaurant with a history of more than  

130 years and is a symbol of Bucharest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Romanian Athenaeum (Romanian: Ateneul 

Român) is a concert hall in the centre of Bucharest 

and famous landmark of the Romanian capital city 

(opened 1888). 
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Dealul Mitropoliei (Romanian: [ˈde̯alul mitropoˈli.ej], Metropolitanate Hill), also called Dealul 

Patriarhiei (IPA: [ˈde̯alul patriarˈhi.ej]) is a small hill in Bucharest, Romania, and an important 

historic, cultural, architectural, religious and touristic point in the national capital. From a religious 

point of view, it is one of the centres of Romanian Orthodoxy. The headquarters of the Romanian 

Patriarchy and the residence of the Patriarch are both located here.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cărturești Carousel could be one of the best 

book and music stores you will ever visit! 

Located in the old town of Bucharest is the 

magnificent Cărturești Carousel. It houses a great 

variety of books, CDs, vinyl records, paintings and 

many other accessories over 4 floors and a 

basement. 

The restaurant on the upper floor provides a 

relaxing environment and healthy refreshments.  


